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Abstract
Early detection of mental health issues is a key contributor to efficient treatment. Natural language processing-based approaches can provide automated means to facilitate access to appropriate services and support for at-risk individuals. Using pretrained language models provides state-of-the-art results in various downstream tasks as these models leverage significant amounts of textual content. They can be critical in data-scarce research areas, such as early detection of mental health issues. Nonetheless, exposing models to domain-specific language can be beneficial to their performance in downstream tasks. To this end, we release pretrained language models, MentalHealthBERT, leveraging content from Reddit fora discussing anorexia, depression and self-harm. These models are evaluated on risk detection tasks for the respective conditions.

1. Introduction

Early intervention in mental health and well-being has become a critical principle of mental health care, ushering in an international wave of service reform [1, 2]. Given the ever-growing use and diversity of online social media, there has been a vast increase in research interest for the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for the development of automated means of analyzing online textual content in the service of mental health care support and early intervention in particular [3, 4].

The inference of such predictive models requires the gathering of annotated data. These data map online textual content to an assessment of certain aspects of the mental health of the authors of this content. Such assessments are difficult to produce. Whereas for other common tasks in NLP, annotation can operate on the observation itself (e.g. the text), annotation relating to mental health generally requires further information about the author of the textual content. That is, the true aspects of interest pertain to the author rather than the text. In particular, clinically grounded assessments require access to the individual. As such, gathering annotated data is expensive and time-consuming.

In the absence of large quantities of annotated data, it is a well-established principle of machine learning that pretraining on an unsupervised task can help performance on a downstream supervised task. As such, there has been increased interest in the production of pretrained models leveraging large amounts of textual content [5, 6, 7, 8]. Such models are made available for use on a variety of specialized downstream tasks [9, 10]. The core tenet is that large models trained on sufficiently large data sets will learn to produce useful representations of text regardless of what specialized task these representations will serve. Such a framework leverages large quantities of data for models to learn aspects of language that are thought to precede the specifics of the specialized task.

While this assumption may hold for tasks, pretraining data can also issue from different sources than the specialized data. As such, representations produced by general-purpose models might be inadequate. Recent work has pointed to the benefits of domain specificity in large pretrained models. Broadly, the term domain refers to the topics, mode or register of documents. Domain specificity concerns can take the form of models pretrained entirely on domain-specific data or domain adaptation. In either case, gains in downstream task performance have been reported for several tasks and domains from the use of such domain-specific pretraining [11].

The textual data analyzed for mental health care purposes issues from Internet fora and social media. These data can differ both in register and topics from news or encyclopedia articles comprising significant parts of large corpora. Nonetheless, there is no established linguistic consensus on what constitutes a domain [see 12, Sec. 3.4.1]. Given this difficulty in defining the notion of domain, it is difficult to delineate given domains or to establish quantitative differences between them.

Pragmatically, one might ask whether a more narrow concept of a given domain may provide more benefit to downstream task performance than a broader one. The present work seeks to study this issue in the context of mental health risk assessment. Models are pretrained on data from Internet fora revolving around three different mental health concerns: anorexia, depression and self-harm. The models are evaluated on detection tasks surrounding these concerns and compared to models trained on broader data [6]. Our results corroborate the benefits of domain adaptation for general-purpose language...
models but only show advantages to pretraining-data specificity in one case: anorexia.

2. Data

2.1. Retrieval

The data were extracted from three Reddit\(^1\) fora (known as subreddits): depression, selfharm and AnorexiaNervosa. This extraction was performed using Pushshift\(^2\) [13]. For all three subreddits, it was limited to posts published from the 1st of January 2019 to the 25th of November 2020.\(^3\) Further, posts struck off as "removed" were discarded. The fields associated with each post include the title and body of the post, as well as the timestamp, the score (aggregation of up- and down-votes), the number of replies and the identifier of the parent post. No additional filtering was applied.

2.2. Description

All subreddits considered are described as communities that offer a safe place and peer support for people affected by the aforementioned issues\(^4\). Summary statistics for the corpus are presented in Table 1.

The depression forum is by far the biggest community of the three with more than 736,000 members as of March 2\(^{nd}\) 2021. Of those, about 45% authored at least one publication (i.e. a post or a comment) in the selected time frame. A similar proportion can be observed from AnorexiaNervosa. In turn, it jumps to almost two-thirds for selfharm. Across all three subreddits, approximately 40% of the authors published exactly once. Despite having the fewest overall publications, threads on AnorexiaNervosa seem to generate the most engagement, having a higher ratio of comments per thread and remaining active for longer periods. The smaller size of this community is a likely explanation for these observations.

3. Ethical Considerations

All posts collected in the aforementioned subreddits are public but our collection will not be publicly available. Further, resources discussed in this work will be released upon the signature of a User Agreement. The released model should only be used in combination with other screening tools for prevention purposes under the supervision of trained mental health professionals. Hence, this system does not aim to diagnose mental health disorders and should not be used to do so.

However, the misuse of this kind of work can have negative societal impacts. For example, an organization could use our pretrained language models to detect at-risk job applicants of mental health disorders before hiring. This practice, violating the terms of the release agreement, would further spur discrimination in hiring processes in addition to well-documented gender and racial unfairness [14, 15].

While this line of research could potentially advance early intervention and treatment processes, it does not directly address the stigma surrounding mental health issues and underlying the high rate of treatment avoidance and discontinuation [16, 17]. Further, widespread study and deployment of models in this direction could potentially lead to self-censorship, defeating its purpose.

It is also important to note that demographic data on the authors is missing. As noted by Shatz [18], most subreddits do not have data regarding their community demographics. Hence, it is impossible to ensure that the textual productions used to train the released model adequately represent content from diverse individuals. To the best of our knowledge, there is no readily available dataset containing information regarding the author’s age, gender, ethnicity, or location. From inferred demographics, Amir et al. [19] presented that those sensitive attributes affect depression prevalence across social media users. Aguirre et al. [20] observed performance gaps related to gender and racial attributes. To address this gap, a data collection combining strict privacy policies and clinical supervision must be achieved. As noted by Aguirre et al. [20], storing such sensitive data comes with serious potential harms. Therefore, it is critical to enforce protective measures such as data anonymization.

4. Pretraining

4.1. Preprocessing

One key issue in modeling corpora from Internet fora rather than an edited outlet, such as a newspaper or encyclopedia, is the longer vocabulary tail caused by misspellings, neologisms and even usernames. Common practice would be to remove words having fewer than three occurrences [21]. Keeping such words would increase the computational burden of the model while having little chance of learning because of the limited number of occurrences. However, this is not suitable for our purposes: Important words might be misspelled or obfuscated, but their exclusion will hinder performance [22]. Similarly, usernames and neologisms might be composed from familiar, significant words. As such, we preserve the entire vocabulary of each dataset, relying on subword-
level tokenization to capture these variations.

Before learning this tokenization, the data was split into training and validation sets by stratifying across length (word count) percentiles. This preserves the key length statistics, such as the median and interquartile range. In terms of vocabulary, words in the validation set not present in the training set make up 0.50%, 0.20% and 0.10% of occurrences in the anorexia, self-harm and depression sets, respectively.

The data was tokenized by Byte-Pair Encodings (BPEs) [23] at the byte level [6], with the merges extracted from all three datasets. This consolidation was done to provide a more robust tokenization scheme, less skewed towards any particular forum, while still learning the words and spellings of online parlance. For comparison, each dataset was also tokenized using merges learned exclusively from itself.

4.2. Training

Once tokenized, these datasets were used to train Transformers [24] using the RoBERTa approach [6]. Models are trained by the Adam optimizer [25] with a learning rate of 5E-4 on batches of 256 sequences of a maximum length of 256 tokens. Training takes place over a maximum of 300 epochs, applying early stopping based on validation set perplexity.

5. Mental Health Risk Detection

We evaluate the MentalHealthBERT models on the eRisk datasets [26, 27, 28]. These datasets comprise Reddit users (subjects) labeled as being at risk (positive) or not (negative) for depression, self-harm or anorexia, respectively. For each subject, a history of their writings is included, spanning a variety of subreddits. The proportion of positive subjects is fairly small and varies somewhat, as does the size of the datasets, as shown in Table 2.

The key issue is utilizing the document-level encoding afforded by MentalHealthBERT in predictions at the history level, which spans a variety of presumably independent writings. In order to make this subject-level prediction, information gathered across a set of writings needs to be aggregated. To achieve this, token embeddings are averaged together within posts and subsequently fed to a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer and hyperbolic tangent activation. The resulting document vectors are then aggregated by averaging into a single vector encoding a history of writings. This vector is then mapped to a binary prediction for the sequence of writings by a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer with hyperbolic tangent activation.

5.1. Experiments

The experiments compare the performance of MentalHealthBERT to the generic RoBERTa Transformer as well as the latter further pretrained on our data (domain adaptation). For MentalHealthBERT, experiments were carried out using BPEs learned from the combined dataset as well as from the individual collections. Additionally, we run experiments using MentalRoBERTa [8]. This model was pretrained on Reddit data from several different fora touching on mental health topics5. It should be noted that the results reported by the authors on the eRisk depression detection task are not comparable to those reported here, as they make use of a custom data split with some resampling [29]. Models are evaluated per the area under the precision-recall curve.

One difficulty of detecting potential threats to mental health is the small proportion of positive subjects that can be found in datasets and, indeed, in a real-world setting. Additionally, for the selected datasets, these proportions vary widely between the training and testing sets, as shown in Table 2. Models were evaluated using the latest set of data for each task: 2022 for Depression, 2021 for Self-Harm and 2019 for Anorexia. Training and validation

---

5 An exhaustive list of the fora from which pretraining data were extracted is not available, but they include depression, SuicideWatch, Anxiety, offmychest, bipolar, mentalillness, and mentalhealth.
sets for each task were obtained by combining the data from all previous sets and randomly selecting 80% of subjects for training and 20% for validation, preserving equal proportions of positive and negative subjects.

To address this class imbalance in training, a number of strategies were deployed, including inverse class weighting, class weighting based on effective samples [30] and Focal Loss [31]. These proved to be ineffective in validation. The most effective mechanism proved to be sampling batches of even proportions of positive and negative subjects in training.

The number of writings used to arrive at a prediction for a subject was set to $m = 50$. In order to reduce overfitting, a contiguous sample of $m$ writings was taken per subject at training time. In validation and testing, only the last $m$ writings were taken. The classifiers are trained by the Adam optimizer [25] over 10 epochs. Given the relatively modest size of the datasets in terms of positive subjects, only the top two layers of the Transformer encoder were trained, with a learning rate of $1E^{-5}$. The remainder of the model had a learning rate set to $1E^{-4}$.

Results on the eRisk datasets are presented in Table 3. Results for the base RoBERTa model indicate improvements with domain adaptation, in agreement with the literature [11]. Perhaps counterintuitively, these improvements appear to decrease with the amount of domain adaptation data available. MentalRoBERTa and MentalHealthBERT achieve comparable results in all but the anorexia task, for which MentalRoBERTa and domain-adapted RoBERTa outperform MentalRoBERTa. This may be due to a deficiency in eating disorder content in pretraining MentalRoBERTa, though we cannot confirm this. Tokenization seems to be inconsequential, with a more marked decrease in performance for the combined tokenizer in depression. Given the difficulty that specialized tokenization puts in transferring learning, it is difficult to support in light of these results. Finally, there appears to be little difference in performance between domain-adapted RoBERTa and the best MentalHealthBERT model, suggesting no real benefit to training blank models over adapting pretrained models. In light of these results, it is difficult to establish whether the specific domain pretraining of MentalHealthBERT helps downstream performance more so than the general domain adaptation found in MentalRoBERTa. As mentioned, benefits are only observable for the anorexia task. Given what is known of the pretraining of MentalRoBERTa, it is difficult to establish whether this may be due to any material characteristics of discourse around anorexia or its relatively smaller weight in pretraining.

### 6. Conclusion

There is increased research interest in the development of NLP approaches to assist in early risk assessment in mental health care. Gathering annotated data is a costly process, making pretraining a crucial step in the modeling process. Thus, pretrained language models can be a valuable resource. However, general-purpose language
models, while trained on large amounts of data, may not be suited to specific domains, such as mental health discussions. As such, there is interest in adapting language models to particular domains.

In the case of mental health risk assessment from text, domain-specific pretraining resources would contain discourse concerning mental health concerns. However, it is worth considering whether discourse issuing from outlets specific to a particular mental health concern are more adequate than discourse around mental health issues at large. Our experiments have thus made use of data extracted from fora dedicated to specific mental health concerns to pretrained models. These models are compared to general-purpose language models as well as language models pretrained on broader mental health content in a mental health risk assessment task. Our results indicate that domain adaptation does improve classification performance. However, a difference in performance between more narrowly pretrained models is only manifest in anorexia risk detection.

Further work is needed to understand how textual data from separate mental health topics interact in terms of benefits from pretraining: more experimentation is needed to find whether the detection of certain mental health concerns is improved by pooling pretraining data and whether these gains in detection performance align with the comorbidity of the underlying disorders. Were this the case, those benefits might be explained by the mention of related concerns in discussions about a specific mental health concern. While pretraining data for our experiments was extracted from dedicated fora, our experiments do not control for the mention of related disorders or threats to mental health.

Release of Resources
Given the sensitive nature of the resources introduced, the models and associated open-source code will be released upon signing of a User Agreement providing details on permitted uses.
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